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	Communication technology has become pervasive in the modern world, and ever more complex. Focusing on the most basic ideas, this carefully paced, logically structured textbook is packed with insights and illustrative examples, making this an ideal introduction to modern digital communication. Examples with step-by-step solutions help with the assimilation of theoretical ideas, and MATLAB exercises develop confidence in applying mathematical concepts to real-world problems. Right from the start the authors use the signal space approach to give students an intuitive feel for the modulation/demodulation process. After a review of signals and random processes, they describe core topics and techniques such as source coding, baseband transmission, modulation, and synchronization. The book closes with coverage of advanced topics such as trellis-coding, CMDA, and space-time codes to stimulate further study. This is an ideal textbook for anyone who wants to learn about modern digital communication.
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ShaderX2: Shader Programming Tips and Tricks with DirectX 9.0Wordware Publishing, 2003
After the tremendous success of Direct3D ShaderX: Vertex and Pixel Shader Tips
and Tricks, I planned to do another book with an entirely new set of innovative
ideas, techniques, and algorithms. The call for authors led to many proposals from
nearly 80 people who wanted to contribute to the book. Some of these proposals
featured...
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Adobe Flex 4.5 Fundamentals: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2011

	Macromedia introduced Flex in 2004 so that developers could write web applications for the
	nearly ubiquitous Flash platform. These applications benefited from the improved design,
	usability, and portability that Flex made possible, dramatically changing the user experience.
	These features are a cornerstone of Web 2.0, a new generation...
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Nanomechanical Analysis of High Performance Materials (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2013

	This book is intended for researchers who are interested in investigating the nanomechanical properties of materials using advanced instrumentation techniques. The chapters of the book are written in an easy-to-follow format, just like solved examples. The book comprehensively covers a broad range of materials such as polymers, ceramics,...
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Customizing the Microsoft  .NET Framework Common Language Runtime (Pro-Developer (Paperback))Microsoft Press, 2005
The introduction of Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 marks the  third major release of the core component in the Microsoft .NET platform  strategy. With each subsequent release of the .NET Framework, the reach of the  .NET platform is extended as the managed code programming model is made  available in more application models. For...
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Network Programming for the Microsoft .NET FrameworkMicrosoft Press, 2003
The definitive guide to building more powerful network applications using the .NET Framework. Learn the best ways to exploit the networking APIs in the .NET Framework—and deliver greater flexibility, interoperability, and power to your network applications. Three network programming specialists from Microsoft demonstrate how to use the...
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Congenital Heart Disease: Molecular Diagnostics (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2006

	Prominent researchers and clinicians describe in detail all the latest laboratory techniques currently used to define the molecular genetic basis for congenital malformations of the heart, cardiomyopathies, cardiac tumors, and arrythmias in human patients. In particular, the methods can be used to identify in clinical samples those genetic...
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